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SJSU alumnus dies on Flight 261
Erin Mayes
DAILY STAFF WRITER

Renato Bermudez lived his life the way
many people only wish they could.
He pursued every dream he ever had,
from biking through Alaska to fighting
fires. He left behind dozens of heartbroken
friends and family members when he and
87 others aboard Alaska Airlines Flight
261 were killed when the plane plunged
Bermudez, 39, graduated with a degree
in environmental science and a minor in Bermudez

A.S.
election
dates set
Donna Carmichael

journalism from San
Jose State University in
the late 1980s. He was
also a member of the
judo team.
Born on Jan. 7, 1961
in San Francisco, Renato
was a happy baby, so
happy that his mother,
Rose Bermudez, sometimes worried that her
son didn’t cry enough.
"Even when he was

very small, he was very aware of my presence," Rose said. She said Renato would
always be peeking out the window when
she came home from work and would jump
up and down in delight when she walked
in the door.
Renato attended catholic elementary
and high schools and was always very athletic.
"He crossed the U.S. by bike, from
Oregon to New Jersey," Rose said. "He
would ride from the house to the beach."
He also rode his bike from San

Francisco to Alaska and from Boston to
Oregon.
Many times he would meet people on
his trips and bring them back with him.
Rose said she always let them stay in her
home.
"I welcomed all these people that my
son met because I wanted to return the
kindness they had shown my son," Rose
said. "He was a wonderful friend, a loyal
friend. He was such a nice person."
Renato had a black belt in karate and
went on to earn a brown belt in judo while

at SJSU.
Rose developed cancer in 1993 and her
husband died while she was ill. Renato
was concerned about her living alone and
decided to move back in with her.
"He told me, ’You are alone and I don’t
want to leave you," Rose said.
Describing how she and Renato went
shopping for furniture together, she said
he had very simple tastes and felt anything fancy would be unnecessary.

See Bermudez, page 6
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The date has been set for
Associated Students’ election for
the academic year 2000-2001.
Voting is slated to take place
on Wednesday, March 22 and
Thursday, March 23, putting the
election right before spring break.
Michelle Johnson, a sophomore, said holding elections so
close to spring break has a negative effect on voter turnout.
"Students are busy with midterms and preoccupied with
spring break," Johnson said. "We
are not thinking about student
government that week. They
should hold the election after
spring break for more participation."
But A.S. President Leo Davila
recommended the dates to his
board of directors after Heather
Cook, an A.S. Election Board officer, presented him with the choices at the last A.S. Board of
Directors meeting.
Davila said the week of March
the other choice was out
12
of the question.
State
California
"The
University Trustees are meeting
here that week and we are hosting the California State Student
Association that weekend," he
said.
The CSU Board of Trustees
will meet at San Jose State
University, March 14 to 15 and
A.S. will host the CSSA Friday,
March 10 through Sunday, March
promising a busy schedule
12
for the A.S. Board.
A.S. campaigning should start
the week of March 5, said Megan
Anderson of the Election Board.
"The candidates will have a
longer shot at getting their message out this year," Anderson said
at the A.S. meeting.
Voter turnout statistics have
been dismal at SJSU in past
years and are steadily on the
decline, according to university
records showing the past 10 A.S.
elections.
Last year, a mere 1,185 regisabout 4.5 pertered students
cent of the student body
turned out to vote, from an estimated enrollment of 25,000. That
was down almost 600 votes from
the 1996-1997 academic year and
down a whopping 1,800 votes
from the 1984-1985 election when
12.62 percent of the student body
of 24,191 turned out.
Claire Hargreaves, Chief
Election Officer for A.S., said she
and her board want to see a good
turnout this year.
"We intend to really get the

See

A.S.,

page 4

A.S. Elections
Quick Hits
Voting Times:
Wednesday iii, ch 22
Thursdoy Mat h 23
Number of votes last year.
1 185 I 4.5 pet cent
of the student body
Stipends per month
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Santa Clara
County’s
Tet festival
celebrated
Monica L. Ewing
DAILY STAFF WRITER

Trini Bui, a businesswoman from
Hawaii, decided to stop by Santa
Clara County’s Tet Festival before
flying home, and she was glad she did.
"I am very impressed, it (the festival)
was very well-prepared," Bui said with a
beaming smile. "This is one of the biggest
communities of Vietnamese in the country right here in San Jose."
The Tet Festival is the most important
Vietnamese holiday. It celebrates the
Lunar New Year. This year is of even
greater significance because of the confluence of three important dates: the Year of
the Dragon, the 25th anniversary of the
fall of Saigon and the year 2000.
The rain which fell all day Saturday
did not seem to keep the crowds of revelers away from the festivities or dampen
the spirit of this year’s Tet Festival held
at the Santa Clara County fairgrounds.
"The weather is not so perfect, but
people an. still coming," said Michael
Nguyen, operator of one of the food vending booths at the festival.
This is the county’s 18th annual Tet

The
Race
is on

l’honn by Rik,, Manabe / Spartan Daily
Above, Ngockhanh Phan takes a good look at his dress at the Tet Festival Saturday
at Santa Clara County Fairgrounds. Right, Huy Phan carries a dragon head and
dances during the grand opening ceremony at the Ted Festival Saturday. Phan is one
of 20 San Jose Dragon Dance members.
Festival and its 16th held at the fairgrounds. It has rained during each of the
last three years on the festivities, according to Minh Nguyen, a San Jose State
University alumnus who said he attends
the festival almost i’very year.
"It always U1111:, in the Year of the
Dragon," sad Itavid Thomas. a contributor to the rest tv.il wilt, is conversant in
Vietnamese t nada ions.
The two most tierce mythical creatures
in Vietnamese !Adore are the tiger and
the dragon, according to Thomas. The tiger
is the king of the land and the dragon is
king of the air and the water. Along with
rain, the dragon brings luck and prosperity, according to Vietnamese beliefs.
Saturday’s events were kicked off by
the lighting of the torch, which burned
continuously throughout the three days
of the festival, and by drum playing and
ringing of a large bell. The lighting of thetorch symbolizes freedom and the drum

calls forth the spirit of Vietnam to the Tet
Fest ival.
NI uch of the early celebrations on New
Year’s Day centered around cultural traditions. including the fan dance and the
draon and lion dance, while banners
behind the stage declared "Human Rights
and Freedom for Vietnam" and "Liberate
Horne Country."
Om. of the dance groups, Wings of 100
Viet. danced :end portrayed the folktales
and history of Vietnam.
Than Nguyen. a senior finance major
at San Jose State I ’mversity, is a lead
dancer in many of the group’s numbers.
Nguyen injured her ankle before going on
stage, but still performed beautifully.
She said the group is made up of high
school and college students who volunteer to perform for free at various community events.
See Mt, page 4
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11.5. Presidential Candidate

U.S. Senatorial Candidate

"McCain’s campaign reform would
take real interest
away from the
political process."

’There will be no
food-stamp economy
when I’m president."

"Dianne Feinstein, if
you’re listening, give
back the PAC."
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BURLINGAME Republican
party faithful from almost every
nook and cranny of California
converged on the Hyatt Hotel in
Burlingame over the weekend in
a show of support for their candidates for the U.S. Senate and
the presidency.
a kind of
But the event
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Golden State Woodstock for the
was missing one of its
GOP
lead acts.
George W. Bush, governor of
Texas and GOP presidential
hopeful, fresh from a resounding
defeat in New Hampshire’s primary, was missing from the lineup. In his place was brother Jeb
Bush. governor of Florida.
But the proxy had little effect
on party activists such as Linda
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Donnelly of Orange (’mint y, who recent defeat in New Hampshire
still hadn’t decided which presi- and his poor showing in polls for
dential candidate to throw her the upcoming primary in South
Carolina. which was until now
support behind.
"He’s (George W. Bush) done considered a Bush stronghold.
Bush’s recent performance
this to us before. He should have
been here (in California l," she has left some supporters wondersaid, shaking her head.
ing if backing Bush was a poor
Bush, reportedly, was sitting investment.
out the Northern California conLouise Spain. a Bay Area
vention at home in Texas,
regrouping and resting after his See Convention, back page

EDITORIAL

Outside influence grabs ahold of media’s hand

psycho in the box says welThe
come back. Now starring in the
top column on the week’s face,
rather than at the ass end of the fiveday schedule. Nothing wrong with that
though; there would only be 500 students who could possibly point me out
on campus.
Now let’s get started on the topic of
today’s column. It’s about voice. No, not
the physical one that sounds pretty
hoarse most of the time, but the voice of
the media. The images, sounds and
he prevailing notion of free speech seems words you see dance in front of you
to be that you may say what you choose if when you watch the idiot box, click a
you don’t shock me," wrote Supreme web page or flip physical paper pages.
Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes.
Seems the public is just becoming
Nearly 100 years after Holmes wrote those aware that within the storylines of
words, it is what many Americans believe free "Buffy the Vampire Slayer" or sections tainment media ever check out the
speech means. However, nothing could be further of the newspaper about new sports are- movies made during World War H and
from the truth.
nas are actually purchased messages the beginning of the Cold War? The
Free speech, Holmes would add, means, "Not that an interested party wants the other examples The Times and
Stone stories are breaches in ethics.
free thought for those who agree with us, but free- media to send out to the masses.
In theory, the job I do journalism
dom for the thought we hate."
All sorts of juicy items are flowing
is supposed to highlight facts on
In today’s issue of the Spartan Daily, there is an from this discovery. The Los Angeles
advertisement which some will find hateful.
Times does a few pages on the new both sides of the story. To be as fair and
It is an ad for a group called the Committee for Staples Center, but does not put down objective as possible. That is where The
Open Debate on the Holocaust. In the ad, Bradley the words "paid advertisement." The Times erred; it misled the public by not
R. Smith, director of the group, questions government is criticized for paying saying it had been paid to say as many
Holocaust accounts and the validity of claims money to studios that put anti-drug nice words about the new arena.
brought forth by some Holocaust survivors.
messages into its programs. Sharon C’mon, the building ain’t perfect, and
We at the Spartan Daily neither defend nor Stone sends out expensive watches to it’s not designed for Average Joe Fan’s
challenge Smith’s claims and accusations.
critics in order to "buy" a nomination wallet, either.
For the Stone incident, the media is
They belong to his group alone.
for her acting in "The Muse."
The decision was made to run the ad, a decision
Want to know something? Nothing not meant to call a film or performance
we, as the editorial staff, stand fully behind. We really new, especially with the enter- "an awesome spectacle" unless it really
feel it is the ultimate test of our First Amendment
VIrUAL. ekrry
rights.
LR JE SPANS
4LAYE:RS FOR CAR
We believe in "the marketplace of ideas," as
ono
Holmes so eloquently put it.
,RECP6E. (-10WS i1L)
?
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There are some who will immediately denounce
Smith as hateful because of his message. But we at
the Spartan Daily believe, as Americans, as
(61.1 &EY I
enlightened students at a university, you will be
,11(#ie
able to make up your own mind as to the validity
of the claims Smith puts forward.
vdiiiitSiON
I
If we, as a newspaper, refuse to run an advertisement merely because it offers unpopular or
"hateful" views, then we are no better than fascist
dictators who rule their country with an iron fist.
..1;:rrovs RE_PLACEDTP
We believe it is not our place, nor our right, to
1-4,RINSA acti(NG
MCS.E7CPS
tell you how to think or what to believe.
We feel, however, it is our duty and obligation to
at least let you make up your own mind.
The First Amendment gives the Ku Klux Klan
the right to march in Skokie, Ill. It also gives
vouiclu
Smith’s group the right to express its point of view.
LACE KW?
We realize we might be criticized for printing
0.116POTEk
91PEPSZED7
the advertisement because of its viewpoint.
We believe in the Constitution, the freedom of
speech, the freedom of the press and all they stand
for good or bad.

Free speech
protects even
ugly words
T

was such a thing, or the writer happens
to be writing an opinion or review
piece. If it’s a piece of crap, he or she
writes up a story saying so regardless of getting freebies like watches,
money, free food, prophylactics, whatever. This isn’t a host-and-guest affair.
Although the Spartan Daily might
be at the lower end of the Great Media
Food Chain, we’ve received our share of
freebies. We get event passes and music
CDs to review. We either review them
or use them in practical means
Frisbees, coasters, crappy gifts.
And no matter how boring the story
could be, should an editor mention that
there will be free food at the event,
someone will cover it.
In a related case, a Web site that was
dedicated to an upcoming video game
sequel I took interest in was blacklisted
by the company that was releasing the
game.
Why?
Because the guy who ran the Web
site was putting up bad reviews and
valid complaints from people who had
bought the game when it was first
released.
I cannot imagine how any publication would manage to have coverage of
anything if they were kicked out of the
loop for not putting out the ugly truth
a bad agenda by a politician, corporate misdeeds, crappy service at a
restaurant or bad entertainment.
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Adversity brings about positive changes
has presented me with
LIle
some specific and taxing
challenges over the past 50
or so weeks.
In fact, the anniversary of the
day that my year went to crap is
fast approaching.
Although the "Dark Time," as I
have come to call it, ended months
ago, some lessons were learned
during that time.
The challenges I faced in that
span of time were some I would
not wish on my worst enemy.
Almost no good came of that time,
save fbur things.
D I know who my real friends
are. The Dark Time was a trial by
fire, and now I have friends that
will stand by me no matter what.
2) I know exactly who I will
spend the rest of my life with.
311 know the name of one man
I will never have a beer with or
welcome into my home.
These first three items are of
immense importance on their
own, but are affected by the
fourth: a profound feeling of determination to simply do my best.
The Dark Time left me
equipped to deal with some heavy
duty doody.
Where once I was a charter
member of the Path of Least
Resistance Society, I have become
the spokesman for the I Can Move
, Any Mountain Syndicate.
.
What I mean is this: I used to
simply want to "get by," to slide

cataclysmic and wholesale descent
is not as important as what I got
out of it.
I was shoved nose-first into the
Dark Time, where I was able to
take a step back, survey emotional
inventory and slowly get my bearings.
Well, after being re-worked and
re-tooled in the Cave of the Dark
Time, I have a whole new philosophy. I am now the immovable
object, and my challenges
whether a tough class, dealing
with difficult people or writing a
column are the underdogs.
I am the Champ. I rule my
house. I wear the pants.
through lik with the greatest of
Now, meeting my challenges
ease. If something presented a head-on is the only plan of attack
challenge greater than the I feel is effective.
amount of effort I was willing to
Before, I would only go for the
put tiirth in order to solve, I would sure thing, the challenge I
simply move aside or get another absolutely knew I could handle.
hobby, read a different book or
Now, I take risks and aim high.
write on a different subject.
Taking on the prospect of unfamil"I’ll
My philosophy was one of,
iar tasks may not always result in
get it done ... or if I don’t, I’ll get victory.
something else done, or someFailure was once something to
thing."
be afraid of. Now, it is something
I was lazy and unmotivated.
to learn from.
Pathetically, much of my life
Perhaps it is some astrological
was lived this way. There were a phase that has taken over one of
few times I finished a video game my "houses" I hear astrology buffs
or perfected a put-down or two. talk of, or maybe I have just had it
Outside of that, most things were up to here with just getting by.
not met with any high level of
I have started to take immense
enthusiasm.
pride in all the things I do.
That all changed almost one
The big stuff dealing with
year ago.
girlfriftid, compromising with
The event which started the my
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the roommates, spending time
with my family is done with the
greatest care and the most tact.
Even the small stuff, like my
waiting
soon-to-be former job
gets my full attention. I
tables
used to get the food to the table
and take the check, that’s it. Since
the Dark Time, I have a higher
regard for the people I see at work,
drive with on the freeway and sit
next to in class.
I have taken to observing the
environment around me, seeing
the things that I didn’t see before.
No longer do I walk looking
down at the sidewalk. Instead, I
look up, to catch the things I
wouldn’t normally see.
I almost feel goofy writing like
this. This is something I would not
have even thought of saying in the
past.
This is not to say there has
been some religious thing that
happened to me: Rather, it’s just
an awakening.
Times have changed. I have
new confidence, loftier goals and
greater value in the things that
really matter.
I feel I can handle any challenge. I will deal with it all.
Maybe I can move any mountain. All I can do is my best.
Jason Stull is the Spartan
Daily Managing Editor "Up 7b
Here" appears Mondays.
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The statement about freedom of
speech in the First Amendment comes
to mind.
Well, if the speech is free, it shouldn’t have a price tag on it telling which
slant it should take. And if the facts
and details lead to something not being
right, then it’s generally not right.
By the way, the Spartan Daily
received three free video games a few
weeks back. Those copies were late,
since I had asked the company for one
free copy for a review. Instead of having
a free copy to review, I had to borrow a
friend’s copy. The game got a good
review before we got the freebies, so it
wasn’t influenced. Really.
So, when you unfold the Daily,
maybe you should enjoy the news while
its not being sugarcoated by all interested parties.
Don’t send any letters though,
because we won’t be appreciating your
input. Everything here is flawless. For
the right price, "Born Under A Bad
Sign" can be yours. Next time, please
check out my next column, which will
be put out by the financial support
from parties that spend $415 apiece,
such as ....
D.S. Perez is the Spartan Daily
Investigative Reports and
Copy Editor. "Born Under A Bad
Sign" appears Mondays.

Congress needs to act
in leveling wage field
seems the 1963 Equal Pay
ItAct isn’t cutting it and never
will.
The Equal Pay Act makes it
illegal for an employer to pay
women less than men as long as
they are fulfilling the same
duties.
However, statistics show
women earn an average of 75
cents for every dollar men are
paid.
Employers get away with
paying different wages to their
men and women employees by
changing the job title, even if
the duties only slightly differ.
Most people have heard that
Michelle Akers and some teammates of the United States
World Cup championship soccer
team have boycotted training
because their salaries are less
than those of the men’s soccer
team.
I can’t imagine what excuse
the U.S. Soccer Federation has
cultivated for not rationing
equal pay checks to Akers and
her teammates.
Do I somehow fail to see the
variation when a female athlete
plays soccer to when a male athlete plays it?
If, indeed, there is a difference, then it’s certainly the fact
that the women’s soccer team
brought home the trophy, and
the men’s didn’t.
protest,
Akers’
Before
President Clinton proposed a bill
that would close the wage gap
between the sexes but Congress
failed to pass it.
President Clinton used the
example of Akers and her teammates to once again propose a
bill to Congress, which would
direct federal agencies to collect
data on wage disparities and
increase penalties to those who
would dare to violate the equal
pay law.
Congress is still debating the
bill.
When will members of
Congress come to their senses
and realize there is just no room
for this sort of intolerance?
We are living in the year 2000
for God’s sake, and we consider
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ourselves an advanced nation.
So why aren’t we acting like one?
Here’s the deal: Congress has
to approve President Clinton’s
bill and a regulatory agency
should be established to monitor
employers that try to get away
with any type of pay discrimination.
Eventually the likes of the
Boeing Company, which according to the Los Angeles Times
recently settled a $4.5 million
suit for sex and equal pay discrimination, will have to pay
colossal amounts in penalties for
even considering any act of bigotry towards female workers.
I am not preaching a bunch of
feminism, as some might think.
As a woman, I’d like to believe
that if I work as
or dream
hard as a man, I’ll get paid the
same wage.
I insist that women get a dollar for every dollar men make.
If that’s not going to be the
case and women still make 25
percent less than men in the
work force, then I propose
women get a 25 percent cut in
college tuition, general bills, and
health care.
Plus, throw in free birth control and yearly mammograms.
Why not free tampons for life?
God knows a woman has plenty to deal with in the course of
her lifetime. Pay discrimination
should not be one of them.
Nadeen Sarkis is a Spartan
Daily Staff Writer

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page
with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of
view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and
major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILY0jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square,
San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the,
views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Masi
Communications or SJSU.
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Associated Students SJSU
Fifty-five A.S. nomination forms
are now available in the A.S.
Government Office, located on the
third floor of the Student Union.
Deadline to turn in nominations is
March 10. For more information,
call Maria Murphy at 924-6240.
Associated Students SJSU
A.S. scholarship applications are
now available in the A.S.
Government Office, located on the
third floor of the Student Union or
in the Financial Aid office. Deadline
is March 15. For more information,
call Maria Murphy at 924-6240.
A.S. Election Board
Candidate applications are currently available in the A.S.
Government Office. For more information, call Claire Hargreaves at
924-5955.
Hillel Silicon Valley
Caffeinated Comedy at 7 p.m. at
the Hillel House. For more information, call Arlene Miller at 286-6669.
American Library Association
Student Chapter
"Homework Centers in
Libraries," a lecture by Cindy
Mediavilla at 7 p.m. in the
Engineering building auditorium.
Room 189. For more information,
call 998-8316.
Phi Chi Theta Business and
Economics Fraternity for Men
and Women
Rush event: movie night, "Austin
Powers, The Spy Who Shagged Me"
at 8 p.m. in the Student Union,
Almaden room. For more information, contact Rudy at 924-8693 or
pctsjsu@hotmail.coin.
Delta Sigma Pi Business
Fraternity for Men and Women
Professional event: get to know
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the SJSU Career Center
at 7:15 p.m. at the Career Center,
Building F. For more information,
call Lan i Hoang at 398-6199.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries and art exhibitions from 10 a.m to 4 p.m in the
Art and Industrial Studies buildings For more information, call
John or Jenny at 924-4330.
Student Life Center and The
Re-entry Advisory Program
(REAP)
Free afternoon coffee and
munchies from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
in the University Room. For more
information, call Jane Boyd at 9245950.
Golden Key National Honor
Society
Resume writing workshop in
preparation for Career Expose
2000. Everyone is welcome at
4:15 p.m. in the Guadalupe room,
Student Union. For more information, call Christine Williams at
924-7939.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass from 12:10 p.m. to
12:35 p.m. Monday through Friday
at the Campus Ministry Chapel,
300 S. 10th St. For more information, call Father Barry at 938-1610.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Newman Community Gathering
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Chapel, 300 S.
10th St. Refreshments to he served
For more information, call Laura
Mcliale at 938-1610.
Tuesday
Chicano Commencement
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m every
Tuesday at the Chicano Resource
Center For more information. call
Celeste at 259-5630 or Alejandro at
971-7942

Rocker’s reaction only human

Alpha Kappa Delta Phi
Exchange with the brothers of
Zeta Chi Epsilon at 7 p.m. in front
of the Seventh Street Plaza fountain. For more information, call
Linda at 924-8363.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries and art exhibitions from 10 a.m. to 4 p.rn and
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information. call John or
Jenny at 924-4330
School of Art and Design
Tuesday night lecture series:
Deborah Remington, New York
artist and recipient of the Pollock Krasner Foundation grant. In residence with SJSU Washington
Square Press, from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
in the Art building, Room 133. For
more information. call Andy
924-4328.
India Student Association
First meeting of the millennium
from noon to 1 p.m. in the
Costanoan room, Student Union.
For more information, call Andy at
787-7010.
Catholic Campus Ministry
RCIA meeting, for those interested in becoming committed
Catholic Christians. from 7 p.m. to
9 p.m. in the Campus Ministry
Center, 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call Father Bob Barry
at 938-1610.
Student Society for Technical
Communication (SSTC)
"How to Market Yourself" workshop with guest speaker Ron
Kfoury from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the
Costanoan room, Student Union.
For more information, call Melissa
Clark at 231-5605.
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Check sjsu.edu Email Anywhere.

I

Wednesday
Chicano Commencement
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m. every
Wednesday in the Almaden room,
Student Uhion. For more information, call Celeste at 259-5630 or
Alejandro at 971-7942.
M.E.Ch.A.
Weekly meetings at 3 p.m. every
Wednesday in the Chicano Resource
Center. For more information, page
Miguel Rodriguez at 383-6475.
A.S. Campus Recreation
Back -country skiing pre -trip
meeting at 5 p.m. in the Montalvo
room, Student Union. For more
information, call Matt McNamara
at 924-6217.
A.S. Election Board
Candidate orientation from
5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the Pacifica
room, Student Union. For more
information, call Claire Hargreaves
at 924-5955.
Hillel Silicon Valley
God schmooze and bagel lunch
at noon at the Hillel House. For
more information. call Arlene
Miller at ’286-6669.
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Check My Moil

Sparta (Wide is 111-0V1(1011 free of charge
I,, students faculty and staff The deadline
for entries Is noon. three days before the
desired publication date Entry forms are
available on the Spartan Daily Office Space
iestrictions may require editing of submit,
,I10118 Entrtes are [tooted on the order in
which the, ..,1.is..,1
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Send a message to your sweetie!
Sign up now to place your message in
the Spartan Daily on Valentine’s Day.
(no personal photos or art works, please.)

For more information see us at Spartan Daily
or at our booth in front of the Student Union:
M - F I:00pm - 330pm.
Contact Neil: 924--3270

Deadline: Feb 10, 2000

Executive
Council
Scholarships min. 10 awards: $1500
deadline:
Mar 15

requirements:
minimum 3.0 grade point average
leactership in campus/community
continuing student during 2000-200 I
open to:
undergraduate

easy steps:

graduate.
part -ti

en.

1.

Log onto Campusi.com
2. Enter your email address
3. Get File Attachments,
fast secure access & more.

SJSU
Marketplace
CampusClub
NetStudy

FREE Service

Sign up Now for FREE T-Shirr!
I -6"

Ara Vartanian
Political Science Major

Associated Students, Inc.

1**torSY
’Scholarships
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spilled beer on him. Now, if someone spit on you or spilled beer on
you intentionally, you would be a
little upset and you would make a
comment about the people who
did that to you.
And, if you made a comment
like John Rocker did, nobody
would have the right to suspend
you from yeur job or make you go
through treatment because of
your First Amendment rights.
Why is John Rocker suspended
until May 1, fined and forced to
get treatment? Where are his
rights?

Rates start at $10.00

Noel

titslb

Emil Anywhoret

FOR A

Akbayan
First general meeting from
3:30 p.m. to 5 p in. on the third
floor of the Student Union. For
more information, call the Akbayan
voice mail at 534-1140.

20(X)

3 v....,

not saying what John
I’m
Rocker said was appropriate,
but I do believe he has the
same rights as we do.
In this world, we look and treat
athletes differently. They have
certain privileges that we just
don’t have, and nobody ever asked
them if they want these privileges. They were just handed to
them. On the other hand, everything athletes do or say is put
under a microscope.
The thing society does not
understand is that athletes are
human. They also make mistakes.
In John Rocker’s experience, he
got to New York and some of the
New York fans spit on him and

ix: ’is I it

www.camusicom

Ma
2000

Min. 10 awards: $1500

requirements:
leadership in campus/community
financial need (FAFSA deadline March 2)
continuing student during 2000-2001
inInitpum 2.5 grade point average
open to:
undergraduate
gradu
tudents
part-

Applications are located in the
Student Financial Aid Office or
AS Government Office
Student Union Room 360
For more information contact
Julie Jimenez 408.924.6073
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The Rescuers

continued from page)
Paramedics
for the San
Jose Fire
Department,
Tony Gunane,
left, and
George
Guerrero
attend to Paul
Meadrow, a
downtown
resident who
frequents the
SJSU campus, after
receiving a
call Friday that
a drunk man
had fallen and
was bleeding
outside of the
Student
Union.

"We love to perform together,"
Thao Nguyen said. "We are very
proud to keep our culture alive
through events and celebrations
like this. It’s something that
keeps us together."
In one of the small buildings
at the fairgrounds, participants
would light incense, then bow
and shake a bamboo jar, called
xam the, until a numbered stick
fell out.
The corresponding fortune is
read by kim loc, a fortune teller.
Although
many cultural
events took place, the rides,
sports events, carnival games
and food were just as popular.
James Dinh, a recent college
graduate who works in the medical field, said he is not in the
habit of attending cultural
events like this, but said he was
enjoying this one because he
likes "being out in the crowd,
seeing people enjoy themselves."

You asked for it... YOU GO

continued from page I
message out there,- Hargreaves
said.
The A.S. Board is made up of
13 directors and three executive
officers including the controller,
vice president and president’s
positions I hrectors carry portfbhos with titles such as Student
Rights and Responsibilities,
Campus Advising Affairs and
Student Fee AtEurs.
All A.S. board members receive
a monthly-stipend ranging from
$250 per month for directors to
$1.000 per ’nerd h for the A.S.
r

president

PARTY TRAYS AVAILABLE
(’ome to "DOLLAR CHINESE"
Located one block from
campus, on the corner nilndi Street
and F. %% Miami Street

(4118)275-9058 - I

ani-9pm

#3 Combo #4 Combo
00 $400
$3

WALKABLE

Best Daily and Weekly Rates in Silicon Valley (Special Insurance and Shop Rates)
Wide variety of current model vehicle including Vans 7 to 15 passenger, 4X4’s and convertibles.
Free Pick-up Service-(Geographica)ly restricted in Silicon Valley)

London

$341

Paris

$375

New York

$293

Madrid

$513

10", OF F tiME ANU MILEAGE ONLY. RENTER MUST MEE! A-1 RENT A CAR DRIVER AND
CREDIT nroutrif MEW’S FILACIK OUT PE RiODS MAY APPt v EXPIRES 0/310000

4,1340

CI
,illA 13

-
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summer sessions, hawail
*6 weeks, 6 credits, as low as $2,300 (based on typical costs
of tuition, room & hoard, books, and airfare)

LAPTOP RENTAL HANOI ’

Term 1: May 22 -June 30 Term 2: July 3 -August 11
www.outreach.hawaii.edu toll -free 1 (800) 862-6628
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Make A Difference
by running for

Associated Students’
Government!
Irollimair thaws ’posy grubbed
Pick up

STEP #2
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Laptop Rental Program ILRP)
Current Student

ID Required

25 / WEEK
AS Bosiness Office
Men F lnor of Student
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a candidate application currently available In the
Associated Students Gouernment Office
15rd Floor, Student Union).
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STEP #1
(415) 391-8407
36 Geary St.

(408)998-7200
located at 711 Coleman
Ave. (near San Jose Airport)

Under 25 years of age----OKAY!!! FEES WAVED

University of Hawaii at Mann, Summer Sessions

STUDENT
TRAVEL

AMERICA

A NEW ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM

1FREE

SUBWWir
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10% OFF WITH SJSU STUDENT/FACULTY I.D.
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Try our party platters starting at $1511!
Right across from campus
475 E San Carlos St call or
fax orders 408 288 5676

FOR

RENT-A-CA2

For 3 items For 4 items
$iCHINESEMSTIM EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

Candidate applications to run
for student government offices
are current ly available in the A.S.
office on the third floor of the
Student l ’n ion
All candidates must attend
one candidate orientation meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 9, from
5:30 to 7:00 p.m, in the Pacifica
Room in the Student Union or
Thursday, Feb. 10, from 12:00 to
1:30 p.m. in A.S. Pouncil
Chambers, which is also on the
third floor of the Student Union.
The candidate application filing deadline is Friday, Feb. 18 at
6 p.m. at the Student Life Center
in the old Cafeteria building,
Hargreaves said.

BUY 1 GET

PARTNERSHIP

IT!

PER ITE

said there were no arrests and
no incidents, aside from a few
firecrackers.
The overall turnout for the
festival was expected to be from
30,000 to 40,000, according to
Kiet Tran, a Tet Festival committee member. Last year, about
35,000 people attended, Tran
said.
At midday Saturday, the
crowd estimate was about 7,000,
according to festival organizers.
Planners expected that number
to swell as evening approached.
"Traditionally on the first
morning of the New Year, (people) visit their families and then
they come to the festival," Tran
said.
The words of Minh Nguyen
were echoed by several of the
carnival-goers:
"I like the Tet Festival
because it helps preserve our
culture," he said. "It is nice to see
people come to one place and
meet each other and celebrate
our culture."

kii**-AW11*

Photo by
Lexey Swan /
Spartan Daily

A.S.

When asked about the significance of the Year of the Dragon,
he did not have an answer.
"I will have to check the books
on that one," Dinh said.
Most of the younger people
came for the food and games
instead of the cultural events.
Leah Ebalaroza, 30, and her
friends who came later in the
evening admitted they came for
the food.
"We saw the martial arts
show
the kids were cute
and walked around and played a
games,"
lot
of (carnival)
Ebalaroza said. "The food is
great."
In addition to the usual carnival fair such as cotton candy and
corn dogs, several food vendors
sold traditional Vietnamese cuisine, such as Michael Nguyen,
"Rendezvous
whose
booth
Restaurant" sold plates of rice,
chicken and vegetables.
One Santa Clara County
Sheriff Deputy said it was "a
nice, peaceful, good family
crowd."
On Saturday the deputies

mandatory
orientation session:
February 9th, 5:511-7:88pm
In the Pacifica Room,
Student Union at
February lath, 12:08-1:30pm
in the Council Chambers,
Student Union.

STEP #3
Turn In a Candidate
Application to the
Student Life Center,
Old Cafeteria Building,
no later than 6:80pm
Friday, February 18, 2888

Of fending an R.I. Roar/ at Direr fOrS ’leering Is highly enrouretedi

For Moro Information, ploao call 924-1955

LIC18-92L1-5181
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SPARTANS
HIT GOLD
Men capitalize
on charity, beat
Miners 47-44
Franklin Leiva
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER

An inability to make free
throws can take away from one’s
game, just ask Shaquille O’Neal.
After Saturday’s victory over
Texas-El Paso, the Spartans can
attest to this as well.
Going into Saturday’s game
the San Jose State University
basketball team had the worst
free throw percentage in the
Western Athletic Conference.
However, the Spartans did look
very un-Shaq-esque at the line,
hitting 16-of-19 in the second
half. The baskets paved the way
to a 47-44 victory at the Event
Center.
SJSU coach Steve Barnes said
in order to make a free throw,
toughness and concentration are
a necessity.
"It’s not only about your technique when you’re shooting free
throws," Barnes said, "it’s about
concentrating when you’re shooting them. Tonight we made some
when we had to."
In the first five minutes of the
game, both the Spartans and
Miners traded baskets.
A basket by Spartan forward
Darnell Williams made the score
9-8 UTEP.
The Miners then countered
with a 7-0 run capped by two free
throws-by-WHO guard William
Smith with 11:49 minutes left in
the half.
The next five minutes were
scoreless for both teams due to
tough defense and sloppy offensive play.
The Spartans missed four
during
the
three-pointers
drought, including three by forward Billy Landram.
The Miners did not fare any
better, as they missed three of
their own.
Williams, who hit one of two
free throws with 6:29 to go in the
half, broke the scoring silence, but
UTEP was still up by the score of
16-9.
The Spartans came thundering back with an 11-2 run of their
own, capped by a tip-in by center
Kevin Blunt, which put SJSU in
front, 19-18, at the half.

Barnes said he was not happy
with the poor play of the Spartans
in the first half and he urged
them at halftime to pick it up in
both ends of the court.
The pep talk worked.
A stingy SJSU defense, which
ranks sixth nationally in fewest
points allowed, held the Miners to
seven points during the last seven
minutes of the game.
But the most significant statistic of the game was the number of
free throws recorded by SJSU.
The Miners did hit seven out of
nine free throws in the second
half, but it was not enough when
compared to the Spartans 13.
Two free throws by Landram
evened the score at 40 with 3:54
left in the game.
Landram and Powell hit key
free throws to put SJSU in front
45-40 with 32 seconds to play.
UTEP allowed the Spartans all
the chances at the line as they
had committed more than 10
fouls during the second half.
UTEP came back thanks to a
bucket by Eggie McRae, which
made the score 46-44 with 9 seconds left. A free throw by Spartan
Cory Powell made the score 4744.
The Miners had one last
chance to tie at the buzzer, but
Roy Smallwood’s off balance
three-pointer missed, bouncing
off the back of the rim.
Williams led the way for the
Spartans, recording his eighth
double-doub/e of the season with
13 points and 10 rebounds.
Miner Brandon Wolfram was
the game’s leading scorer with 15
points.
The Spartans snapped a two
game losing streak and are now
3-4 in the WAC and 12-10 overall.
SJSU will go on the road to

The women’s basketball team
has yet to notch a conference win
after dropping two road contests
to the Texas-El Paso and Fresno
State.
Saturday, the San Jose State
University women grabbed an
early 20-11 lead, but the Miners
had tied the game at 30 by halftime.
In the second half, UTEP capitalized on a Spartan scoring
drought that produced only four
points in the first six minutes of
the second half.
The Spartans went on to be
outscored 46-23 in the half en

SJSU 47, UTEP 44
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Appointment with Hate?*
Let’s agree that one ideal or the anis ersity is to promote intellectual freedom.
and one ideal ol the ploic.soi ial class is to teach students to honor it. Yet this is not
true in Holocaust studies. I here. i I ,ItIdellIS espress doubt about "eyewitness- testimony. tier maniac. esen if it is demonstrably ralse_ dishonorable or both, they
understand they run the danger of being accused or being "haterul.Consider eyewitness testimony gisen by Nobel laureate Elie Wksel.
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SJSU (47)
Landram 2-6, 6-6, 11 Egans 141 1-1.4, R Powell 0
7. 1.2, 1. Williams 6-13, 1.6 13, Goan 0-0.0-0.0.
Sanders 1-1. 0.2 2. C Powell 3-8, 5-8. 11, Blunt 3-7.
0-0, 6 Tolals 16.50, 14-25, 47
Halftime - SJSU 19, UTEP 18
3-pornt held goals - UTEP 2-17 (Mullahon 2-10.
srnaliwood 0-3 Sm., 0-I McRae 0-1 Nelson 0-2/
SJSU 1-8 Ilandrarn 1.4 Evans 0-I R Powell 0-31
Fouled Out - UTEP (Smon) Relmunds - UTEP
29 (Wolfram 71 SJSU 36 \Whams 101 Assists UTEP 11 (McRae Smallwood 31 SJSU 5 IA Powell.
Egans 21 Total Fouls - UTEP 23 SJSU 14 A 1337

Ca

Applications are located in the UILS Office in Joe West Dail
or on the web at http://housing.sjsu.edu
Informenonal Samson,
1/11 06 8p on
2/1- Hoover 11.11 Od 8 30p m .
2/2 - throng Commons 0.6I 30p m.
2/3 - Spenen Voltage 0s1 Bp m
Applications are due: February 14: 2000 ’le 4p.m.

Accompanying this message is a paid advertisement with the headline
"Holocaust Studies."
We are running this ad as we received it.
We submitted the copy to Dr. David Meshes. Chair of the Jewish
Studies Department (SJSU) and Dr. Harvey Gotliffe, Professor
Journalism (SJSU). who has recently accomplished a great deal of
scholarly research on the Holocaust, as well as college newspaper
advertising acceptance standards. The purpose of their review was to
help us determine if any of the copy was false or misleading. Both Dr.
Mesher and Dr. Gotliffe concluded that content. while troubling and
divisive, failed to meet the classic definition of either "false" or "misleading."
We carefully reviewed our options before deciding to publish today
I. Ignore the ad and don’t run it at all.
2. Run the ad with changes recommended by Dr. Meshcr
and Dr. Gotliffe.
3. Run the ad as is.
In a unique collaboration with the Spartan Daily editorial department
we are publishing this ad with an editorial response appearing on page
2 of today’s Daily. Again, this is done with the knowledge and permission of the advertiser.
We are running this ad in this manner because:

%.

.499

Conference Manager?
for Residential Computing?

An Important Message to our readers
From the Spartan Daily Advertising Department

route to their 76-53 loss. For the
Spartans, it dropped their record
to 2-17 and 0-7 in Western
Athletic Conference play.
Natasha Johnson led the
Spartans with 18 points and
Sasha Spalding had 12 points and
five rebounds against IJTEP.
Earlier in the week, the
Spartans suffered yet another
loss, this time to Fresno.
However the game was much
closer at halftime when the
Spartans only trailed by seven
points. The Spartans ended up
losing to the Bulldogs by a score of
84-66. SJSU was led by Johnson
and Crissy DeLuzio, who each
had 13 points.
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I. The advertiser has First Amendment free speech rights protected by the U.S. Constitution.
2. We did not feel the copy was false or misleading hut rather
an individual expressing an opinion.
3. We did not conclude this to be a case of "yelling fire in
a crowded theater. Please understand that this ad does not in any way represent the opinion of the Spartan Daily advertising staff or its advisers.

Spartan Daily Advertising Staff
Jack Quinton, Faculty Adviser

140816167700
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Assistant

Do you want to he a Resident Advisor? how about an
Or a Administrative Assistant? What about
a Peer Advisor
Or even someone
who Focuses on All Cultural Experiences of Students? Then apply
tubes student staff member of University Housing Services.

Thank you,

fax140816167133

ris mwesstis

Holocaust Studies

Elie Wiesel as an "eyewitness" authority

Mullahon 2.10. 0-0. 6. Smallwood 3.8. 0-0.6
Wolfram 6-12. 3-4. 15, Smith 3-5, 4.5, 10, McRae 1-3.
3.45. Nelson l-3,0-0,2. Lucas 0-0. 0.0.0.
Escobedo 0-1. 0-0 0 Totals 16-42, 10-13, 44
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Williams had his eighth double-double of the season, with a team-high
13 points and 10 rebounds.

PA ID ADVERTISEMENT

rotontunleut Ion

Register... Play 4 1R1 -l’
CASH!!!
& WIN RI
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Spartan forward, Damell Williams jumps past the Texas-El Paso
defenders to score under the lights Saturday at the Event Center.

AAA

Women still winless in WAC
Staff report

Kohjire lanne / Spartan Daily
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was -liberated- from Dachau (Jewish telegraphic Agency. 11
April 1983). "liberated- from Buchenwald (N)’T. 2 Nov. 1986). and "liberated"
11(1111 Aeiscimiti I\ r post 21 Der 1986. and \TT. 4 Jan. 1987). One of these
claims may lee true. Hee mhos ;tic fake. Do the professors beliese it matters?
EW claims in .I// RIVet,Rtttt (It the 8.171 (NY. 1995): "1 read !Immanuel Kant’s!
The I ’ring, Ill pure
ill Yiddish." KanCs Craning: has not been translated
into Yiddish. I lere again. EW did not tell the truth. Does it matter’?
LW claim,. that alio
esectiml at Bala Yin’ in theI Ikraine. "geysers
or bltsid" spurted loon their ttras . tor "months- ailensard (See Part)/es
1982. p. 8(r). Impossible? Ye.. it is. INe the prolessors belies’: it matters?
When I hats:mkt Studies prolessots arc too tearful to condemn such claims, and
those who make them. what ate their students to do?
EVL claims he

Elie Wiesel as an authority on "hate"
i tic

W iesel has won the hearts and minds or 1101ot:tato Studies prolessors is th
his iolinsel 011 1111%S .II, pelptillate ii lOilthille for ( iermates:
I ser y Jew. soilless het e in his tieing. shook) set apart it /1111C Or
hale Ilc:11111 I ink: hate
for what the German personifies and
n hat pCIS1,1, III 111C ierinan.
’t1 //,/, 0; )1,0 IOW: A11110(Illillefd %OH’ I laic...
NY. Aeon. 196s. rep. 177-1781.
Students understand the implications or this statement when hr011g111 10 their
old 10, Perhaps it sic change one word ill
aftentit en, while their In Orcs,or.
Elie Wieser s sage :shies% it ss ill locus their attention: "Users Palestinian. someis here in his being. should set apart a mile of hate-- health) s irile hate --ter what
the Jess personifies and or what persists in the Jess." Does thk help’?
I low is LW pet cei %est in Holocaust stutlie.’! I Ic is esteemed as a moral authority. Chairs ate created in his honor. Students ale taught to emulate him.

Holocaust Studies and the exploitation of hate
In Iltelocaust Studies. hoc is all the rage. lo merely note that Stephen Spiel-

Schindler ’s Lis/ on a cheap nosel-is hale. To sugberg hiked his "1.11’11111
\nnc I rank is not an authentic personal diary land should
gest that the "Diat
).
.1 -liter:ay production- craned by Anne. and alter the
not he taught ilS
he ol miscellaneous writings and insentions--that’s hate.
is or others, 16,111
testimony is hale. 1. \ posing Forged Nuremberg dom.
Fsposing false eyes\
ments is hoc. 1 sposing laked photographs and the use or torture by the Allies to
produce wale...it ens by I iermans is hate. Asking tier pt(ia that one lone!) Jew was
gassed in any 1 terman camp as part or a program or "genocide.’ is hate. Asking
what "crimes against humanity- National Socialists committed during WWII that
lat. did 1101 C011111111 is hate. lo note that the story- is imItepublietin. and It
mensely notifiable lor those who adminkter it it hate. Arguing for intellectual
freedom ’,Tattling :My 01
that’s lute too. 1 hat is. commenting on the record
is hate. telling the truth about the record is hate. !laving an open mind is hate.
’1 he unspoken ethical and intellectual scandal in Holocaust Skulks is that
key materials used ill I hese 1110g1111115 are stoked through with baud and falsehood led
he use ta lake and ignoble eyewitness testimony. I len: we have
highlighted the hapless I I lc VI icsel. hut the literature is full of "eyewitnesses- who
gase rake testimony about gas chambers and a great many tether matters.
1 or mote information 011 Elie Wiese’ and other problematic eyewitnesses-such as Simon V1ieYentlial. Dr. Iladaysah Rimko (Roseman). Filip Mueller,
Rudolf Vrha. Kurt Gerstein. Ntel Nlermelstein, go to our site on the Web and
I’ t I,ts "resisionism." I ter hackground on myself. follow my name.
111

Committee for Open Debate on the Holocaust (COHOH)
Bradley. K. Smith. Director
(als
andm
are encouragedquestions
s
tn
ed
tto
iany
tro
tou
respond
statements contained in this ad by contacting Bradley Smith at:

www.codoh.com

Bermudez
continued from pagel
"He was not a material man,"
Rose said.
She added Renato was constantly taking courses in subjects
that interested him and he was
always learning new things for
self improvement.
"He was a very likable fellow,"
Rose said. "He would buy me
books and sheet music because 1
play piano. He was a wonderful
son, ... very, very generous."
She began crying when she
spoke of times when Renato
would pick her up and run
around the house with her in his
arms.
"My older son would say, ’Be
careful, you’re going to break
Mama," Rose said.
Rose described her son as
intelligent, having always earned
good grades in school. He attended the University of California at
Berkeley, then transkrred to
SJSU.
Rose said she loves to travel,
so Renato took her to Europe.
"He said, ’I want this to be the
best trip of your lite.- she said.
While they were touring castles in Europe, Rose said Renato
felt the wealth displayed within
was excessive compared to the
meager homes outside.
"He was really a humble person," she said.
Renato became a firefighter at
the age of 36. Hose said she pointed out an ad posted hy the San
Francisco Fire Department to
him.
She added that 1(.ing a finfighter was soinet lung he’d
always wanted to iii ii that he
had even applied a few years
before. This time hi, %%as( aecepted
and he ended up hecoming an
outstanding fireman.
Renato became known as a
local hero in July of 1998 when
he and a fellow San Francisco
firefighter rescued a 70 -year-old
man from the second iii sir of a
burning apartment building in

"He was a very
likeable fellow. He
would buy me
books and sheet
music because I
play piano."
Rose Bermudez
Mother
the Mission District. He earned a
commendation from the city fire
commissioner for his actions that
day.
San Francisco’s Council of
District Merchants Association
also honored Bermudez with the
Firefighter of the Year award.
"The first thing I felt Willi
shock when the news said his
name and showed his picture,"
former Judo teammate Dave
Williams said. "I went, ’I know
that guy,’ and my pager went off
with others calling to find out if I
knew."
Ren;lio
Williams
said
Bermudez was always full ol
energy.
"He had a big competitor’s
spirit," Williams said. "That’s
probably what sent him into that
burning building after that guy
Marius Popescu was another
one of Bermudez’ pub( team
mates who said he is still in
shock.
"We lost track if each other in
the last couple of years,said. "I wish I would have
the effert to keep in touch alt
bun. It just didn’t happen and
now I have this deep regret.Popescu said he can’t remeni
her a time when Bermudez didn’t
have a smile on his Ilice.
"He’s one of those guys who is
just a pleasure to be armind,Popescu said. "Truly, this guy w:c:
just a great guy, extremely pellie
I never had a chance to meet his
new wife, but my heart goes mit
to her and his family."

More memorials held for Flight 261
PORT HUENEME (API
Navy crews on Sunday mapped
more of the ocean floor near the
trash site of Alaska Airlines
Flight 261, leaving the plane’s
wreckage alone but collecting
some human remains.
The National Transportation
Safety Board wants a detailed
picture of the aircraft debris
before pieces of the plane are
brought to the surface.
Exactly what will be brought
up will depend on further interpretation of flight data and cockpit voice recorders, which were
still
being
analyzed
in
Washington,
an
NTSB
spokesman said. The debris area
is about 10 miles offshore in the
Santa Barbara Channel, covering an area about the size of a
football field in water 640 feet
deep. Meanwhile, more memorials were held for families and
friends of the 88 people lost with

the plane. Among them was a
service by Cardinal Roger
Mahony, archbishop of Los
Angeles, who led a service near
International
Angeles
Los
Airport.
The Alaska Airlines MD-83
crashed a week ago, killing all 88
people on board during a flight
from Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. The
plane was bound for San Francisco
and Seattle.
The plane’s voice recorder
shows that for at least 30 minutes prior to the crash the pilots
were struggling to correct a problem with the tail-mounted horizontal stabilizer, which they said
had jammed.
Witnesses who saw the plane
go down said it rolled upside
down and spiraled into, the
ocean.
The Ventura County Medical
Examiner’s Office, which is
responsible for identifying the

victims, has said that it has several nearly complete bodies.
Sheriff’s
spokesman
Eric
Nishimoto said it could be a
week before any are identified.
A pocket knife can take on profound significance when they’re
the only links that families have
to loved ones lost in plane crashesUnited Airlines Capt. Harold
Green’s silver pocket knife was
misplaced during the recovery of
personal effects of the 24 people
killed when his Flight 585
crashed in Colorado Springs,
Colo., in 1991. The loss still
weighs heavily on his ex-wife,
Gail Dunham, now president of

the National Air Disaster
Alliance in Washington, D.C.
"They need to recover every
single thing," said Dunham,
whose support group has a mailing list of 3,000 members.
The recovery of the bodies
if they can be recovered will
help ease the shock, numbness
and denial that are constant
companions of victims’ loved
ones.
"What will allow them to move
out of that stage is the actual
tangible evidence their loved one
is gone," said Robert T. Scott, a
member of the American Red
Cross disaster mental health
team formed after the crash.

COME PRAY WITH US!
’,inn, join us for
Prayer, Worship, Sacrament,
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"Thanks is not enough. We never met her hut we wish her a
lifetime of happiness."
As an egg donor you can help do something good for others. If you’re
between the ages of 21 - 33, and would like to find out more about the
egg donation process, please call us. Compensation for your time and
commitment.in this confidential process ranges from $4000 to $4500
per donation.
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4 Reproductive Science Center’
3160 Crow Canyon Road, Suite 150
San Ramon, CA 94583
1925) 8674800 .161

Spring Programs
Bible StudytNewman CommunitytScripture Prayer t
tSpiritual Counsc(ingtR C.I.A.

UPS Delivers Education
Career Center Delivers Jobs

See it.
441-’*---- At Spartan Bookstore

Touch it.
At Spartan Bookstore
NOW HIRING!
P/T PACKAGE HANDLERS $8.85 HR
PIT SUPERVISORS $1,400 / MONTH

ANNUAL RAISES
FULL BENEFITS
2 WEEKS PAID VACATION
EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

,

’SEE US ON CAMPUS Al THE 9TH ST, PLAZA
IN FRONT OF THE CAREER CENTER FEB. 8TH & 10TH, RUES & THURS]

Get it now.
_

At Spartan Bookstore

Spartan Bookstore has what you need:
The best selection of new and USED textboolcs.
Real people to answer your questions.
Change your mind? Buy the wrong book?
All you need is your receipt to get a refund.

g1)1?0E?

18885624877
1.408.924.6033 CAREER CENTER

career
center
SiS

SpartanBookstore
A

Divislon

San

Jose

of

Spit td n

Shops

State University

www.spartanshops.com

San

Jose

State

University

lasst ted
PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products Of
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified coigns* of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
CHILDREN’S THEATER Workshop
needs leaders. We train.
1:10 hours week.
Reliable transportation needed.
Must have experience working
with children. Good Pay.
Call Carol 408/629-9721

FAX: 408-924-3282

MARKETING REP- ON CALL
Film Advertising
Place Movie Posters in Stores.
Need Car/Camera
$10-$12/hr + .21t/rni
800-852.6250
RECEPTIONIST, PT or FT, 87.50+
hour. D.O.E. M-Th, 9-5:30, Fri. 9-2.
Phones, It. clerical work, 10 min
frcrn SJSU. Cat Heather 995-6425.
OFFICE ASSISTANT, 5-8 hrs/wk.
$9/hr. Misc. Clencal Work.
Call 408/4532130.
DEUVERV DRIVERS -Now Hiring
Part -Time or Full Time, Day or
Night. Earn $8 to $14 an hour.
Apply in person: PIZZA A GO GO,
117 E. San Carlos St.

CUSTOMER SERVICE, Seasonal
Customer Service Reps for box
office at performing arts venue.
Telephone/window ticket sales
and related duties. Computer.
customer service skills. P/T flex
hours days/wknds/eves available.
Restrne to PO Bat 158, Saratoga. CA
95071 or fax 408-961-5850. EOE

COMPUTER/NETWORK TECHS
Compaq Computers. Hands-on
experience required w/networks.
desktop & laptops. Install & configure software & hardware components. Helpdesk advanced
troubleshooting & problem solving.
Build software images on laptops.
PT school year. FT other. $15.12/hr.
Contact Dick Sillan with resume
CLERII/RECEPT F/T DAYS. Great at FAX: 408-323-5311, E-MAIL:
for night classes. Phones & general Rsillan@AOL.com, PHN: 408.268office. Fax resume 408-288-2021. 4378, leave message.
NOTETAKER Get smart(er) by
getting paid to take notes in
class. Versity.com is now hiring
notetakers for more than fifty of
next semester’s classes. Earn
$8-$14/class. Apply online at
mw,.versity.com.
PINES INSTRUCTOR/PERSONAL
TRAINER ACSM, or ACE Certification Preferred. $7.50$9.00/hour,
starting wage + commissions.
Earning Potential of $20-i-per hour.
Fax resume to: 408.2670264.
Si STARTUP needs a few P/T
driven, energetic telemarketers.
Experience in tele/customer service required. Flexible hours,
friendly environment, growth
opportunities. $16/hr DOE Fax/email
resumes: to 408-260-8731,
doan@datasoftconsulting.com

CHILDCARE San Jose first United
Methodist Church is in need of
Childcare! We are looking for
dependable childcare attendants
for our loving nursery. All applicants should like working with
children, be able to work some
evenings and weekends & be able
to start immediately. Starting
positions pay $8410 per hour. If
you are interested please, contact
Jennifer at 408-294-7254 or fax
resume to 408294 3960.
THERAPIST POSITION to work
with Autistic Children. Must be
within 12 mo. from a BA in Psych.
Child Des, MFCC. etc. Own trans.
various locations. 1 yr commitment req. Ph: 408/280-1112.
Fax: 408/2801113.

VALET PARKERS Part-time.
evenings & weekends in Los
LIFEGUARD positions available. Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
South Valley Family YMCA, 5632 neat in appearance with good
Santa Teresa Blvd. 408-226-9622. customer service skills. Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and have
IF YOU ENJOY EATING ICE CREAM a valid CDL. Immediate opening &
& drinking coffee & getting paid for flexible schedules available. Earn
it. Freddie’s Ice Cream and Desserts $10 to $15 per hour. Please call
is the place for you! Freddie’s is 1-925210-1232. Golden Gate Valet
opening March 4th. in Naglee Park
on E. San Carlos St. at S. 11th St. YOUTH SPORTS COORDINATOR
Freddie is looking for qualified people Central YMCA, 1717 The Alameda
to smile, scoop, brew, create and in San Jose, is looking for an Outon occasion, when no one else is reach Youth Sports Coordinator
looking. lick! Freddie’s is a great for the Burbank area. This PT posipart-time job. with flexible hours, a tion requires 20 hours per week
great manager, & a fun atmosphere. during afternoons. evenings & SatIf you are interested in working here urdays, and entails the organizacall 408.278.1912 or email us at tion, administration 8, manageFreddiesIceaol.corb .
ment of year-round sports leagues
for youth. ages 3-12. Position
OPERATIONS MANAGER Versity.com involves hands-on program
the Internet’s premier academic involvement and work with volunresource for college students is teer community members. Appliseeking a Campus Operations cants must have experience workManager. Flexible scheduling, gain ing with youth, basic knowledge of
valuable management expereince, a variety of sports, excellent comgreat resume builder. Excellent munication and organizational
base pay, bonus, and incentives. skills. One year commitment.
Spanish speaking candidates
Apply online @%twAyversity.com.
strongly encouraged to apply.
Deadline is 2/25. Submit
A.P.S11.11111P’S, SAN JOSE’S
resumes to Natalia Mercadal, ProPREMIER RESTAURANT
gram Director, Central YMCA
has opening for energetic
1717 The Alameda, San Jose, CA
professional & upbeat evening
95126, or call 408-298.1717 for
host. Please apply M-F between
more information.
the hours of 3pm & 5pm at
163 West Santa Clara St.
MARKETING REP Versity.com.
LEAD-SINGER KEYBOARDIST the Internet’s premier academic
WANTED for Church Praise Band. resource for college students is
seeking Marketing Reps.
Call Pastor Dahl, 408-867-0822.
Excellent base pay, bonus, and
incentives. To find out more or to
PT DATA ENTRY CLERK
apply online, visit our website at
Downtown nonprofit seeks
vAvw.versity.com.
detail-onented Data Entry Clerk.
flex.
hours/week.
20
$9/hour.
Type 45 WPM, PC skills. Apply by MANAGER & SALES ASSOCIATES
Cap Factory at the Valley Fair Mall
Feb 4. FAX: 408.279.7562.
has immediate openings for a FT
Mail: Next Door Solutions.
Manager (will train) as well as FT
1181 N. 4th St. Suite A,
& PT sales. We offer competitive
San Jose, CA 95112
wages and flexible schedules. Call
FOOD SERVICE, ESPRESSO BAR, Jon Steinberg at 800222-HATS.
HOST. FT & PT available. Busy
family style restaurant in S’vale.
All shifts avail. Flex hrs. $9.25 to
start. Call Wendy at 7339331.
SOCIAL SERVICES F/T & P/T
Entry level. Gain exp w/DD adults
M-F, 7-3. 81280.1600/mo. F/T,
hint bene. P/T make your own
schedule. Call 8006801070
$1,000’s WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T, P/T/ Make
8800+ weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details.
send 1 stamp to: N-28. PMB 552,
12021 Wilshire 91.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
111500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 202-452-5901.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional information.
ClassMied readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully kwestipte all firms
offering employment *stings
arcoupons for discount
mations or merchandise.

RETAIL SALES ASSOCIATE, PT
Rex hours. Will train. Install watch
batteries, adjust bands, cashier,
etc. $7/hr to start. Pick up appli
cation at the watch repair dept at
Sears Vallco, Cupertino. If faxing
resume. call 864-6665 for fax #.

SECURITY - ACUFACTS INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students! F/T or P/T. All
Shifts. Security Officers, Mobile
Patrol Officers. Top Pay With Many
Benefits! Call 408-286-5880 or
apply in person. 7am to 7pm, 7 days
a week, 555D Meridian Ave. S.I.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
offers positions for
Directors Assistant Directors
Teachers Teacher Aides
FT & PT opportunities available
working with infant/toddler,
preschool & school age children.
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
salary. excellent benefits package
CROCODILE CAFE
For Part -Time and
to FT & PT employees and an
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the
enriching work environment. For
Full -Time Positions, call
Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall.
positions avail at our centers in:
HIALLMARK PERSONNEL
Come join our talented team of
Fast placement, no fees
San lose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
hosts, food runners. bussers. and
servers. We’re always accepting Office jobs in local companies Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
Students/grads/career change
applications. Please apply in
Morgan Hill & Redwood City
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science person Monday,
-Thurday, 2- 5pm.
Temp/Tempto+lire/Direct Hire
cal (408)371991)0 or
programs. Need reliable car & 2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose to San Mateo
fax resumes to (408) 371-7685
Phone: (650) 325-1133
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will
janderson@cdicdc.org
For more info about CDI/CDC &
Fax: (650) 325-3639
train. Mad Science 408/262-5437. UFEGUARD & Swim instructors
wanted. Fun Invironment. Flexible www.hallmarkpersonnel.com qualifications, call our 24 Hour
WANTED! PT & FT STAFF that hours. No experience necessary.
Jobline @i-8511-9-CDICDC. EOE
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
want to have fun working for the Close to SJSU. People skills a
to get 8$ PAID $5
YMCA w/school age children. Good must. Monthly Lifeguard classes
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
to lose up to 30 lbs.
pay. flexible hours, good benefits. offered through June. Call Central
P/T Instructors Elem, Schools.
YMCA (408) 298-1717x34 or visit
in the next 30 days.
Call 408.257-7160 ext. 18.
Degree / Credential NOT Required.
1.717 The Alameda, San Jose,
Natural. Guaranteed.
Opportunity for leaching exp. Need
Call (408) 7935256
PART-TIME WAITER/WAITRESS
Car. VM: (408)287-4170 ext. 408.
Seeking friendly, energetic individ- EGG DONORS NEEDED! NI races.
EOE,/ME
ual to wait tables at a casual Ages 21-30. Compensation $5.000.
Asian food restaurant in San Jose. OPTIONS National Fertility Registry.
EMPLOYMENT
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
1-800-886-9373
If you are outgoing, service-oriented
8-8 school seeks responsible
www.fertilityoptions.com
Tutors
and interested in earning cash
individuals for extended daycare.
wages plus good tips and meals,
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE units
please call us, Lunch shift TEXTBOOK infoimation Processor TUTORS WANTED to help prepare required. Previous experience with
(approx. 11:002:00) & occasional Spartan Shops. Inc. San Jose State underachieving secondary students
children preferred. Please call
weekends nights. Our restaurant University. Spartan Bookstore, for college. AVID program.
244-1968 x 16
is located on Blossom Hill Rd.. textbook dept. is seeking a bright, 2-12 hr/wk. $7-$18/hr. Locations
just outside of Los Gatos. Easy intelligent, energetic communicator in schools throughout county. INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
access from #85 and 1187. Call as liaison with faculty for the Contact Zech. 831/479-5317 or & Regular Class $8.60411.52 hr.
for interview: 408-358-2525.
acquisition of textbook adoptions. AosePhOsantacruz.k12.ca.us
Saratoga School Distnct.
Must be computer literate with (2)
Call 867-3424x504 for application
SEEKING PART-TIME NANNY years of clerical customer service P/T TUTOR POSITIONS AVAIL & information. Immediate Need.
Flexible. afternoon hours. 15 25 experience. Benefit package. Tutor children (ages 38) w/autism.
hrs/wk. Great pay. Non-smoker. Ind: medical, dental, retirement. Will train. $12/hr. 408937-9580.
AUTISM TEACHING ASSISTANTS
Los Gatos home. 408-399-0022. Mon. -Fri. 8am5pm. $21k -$25k.
Part-time / Flexible hours.
Resume to: Spartan shops, Inc. EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED
Training provided. $10/hour.
TELEMARKETING Part/Fuli-Tkne Assoc. Dir. Human Res. 1125 N. for Math. Sa. etc. Jr. High & H.S.
408,723-1625
Newspaper Subscnptions. Hourly 7th Street, San Jose, CA 95112. Mon. - Fn. 3prrk8pm. $1,000 cash
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5 FAX: 408.924-1910.
per mo. Ms. Scot. 408/255-5247. TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS
blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids?
Media Promotions 408-494-0200. NOW IS THE TIME for a new part MATH TUTOR for High School Join the team at Small World
time job, or paid internship for the Student. Flexible hours. Call Schools and get great experience
PSYCHOLOGY & OTHER majors: new year. Flexible hours available. Mrs. Taylor, 408-3601370, AM or working with kids ages 5 - 12.
HOPE Rehabilitation Services, Call Christi, 360-1370.
408-226-5826.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
a non-profit agency which offers a
competitive pay, benefits for FT,
TUTOR POSITION
SECURITY
variety of quality services for indiexcellent training, and a fun work
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
to teach a child who has
environment. F T and PT availviduals who have developmental
language & social skill delay.
disabilities, has part & full time We will train you. Student Friendly.
able. Call 408/283-9200 ext. 21.
F/T. P/T, Weekdays & Weekends. Tratningwill be provided. $12/hr.
employment opportunities.
Swing & Graveyard Shifts.
Call Kim (408)2639218.
If you are interested in living
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
Flexible Schedule.
with a developmentally disabled
& LOVE CHILDREN??
individual in exchange for rent; or
408-247-4827
TOP PAY!
EMPLOYMENT
assisting someone during the
Immediate temp/perm
week with daily living skills such WANTED DRIVERS, F/T, P/T
substitute positions as
as grocery shopping (510/hr) call Monday through Friday, good Education/Schools
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
Shannon at 408/282-0410.
schedules. Your vehicle with clean
at After School Programs.
If you would like information DMV & acceptable insurance SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Day Care Centers, Etc.
about the FT. benefited positions coverage. If you like money.’ Preschool & School Age Asst.
(408)866-8550
of job coach and instructor (day independence & being around’ Directors. Teachers and Aides.
activity, work activity or senior interesting people. call Gold Rush PT & FT with excellent benefits DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
center program) or PT substitute Express. 408-292-7300. or visit Call 370-1877 x 29.
TEACHERS, & AIDES
positions in various programs us at 706 E. Gish Rd. San Jose.
Thinking about a career working
19/hr) call Valerie in HR at Ask for JR or Frank Sr, or Randy. EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS with children? The YMCA of Santa
408/748-2890.
For "hustlers" the pay & benefits At Bnght Horizons, we are seeking Clara Valley is now hiring
We have flexibility to work can be surprisingly good.
talented and caring child care Preschool Teachers & After-School
around a student schedule for the
professionals to join our growing Recreation Leaders for our Child
PT work & are located close to AUTISM TEACHING ASSISTANTS network of Family Centers. FT Care Centers throughout San Jose,
SJSU. FT positions come with
Part time / Flexible hours.
opportunities with Infants
Cupertino, Santa Clara, Los Gatos,
excellent benefits. This is a good
Training provided. 810/hour.
Preschool. S/A & Subs. We Saratoga, Campbell. Evergreen,
opportunityno get practical experioffer competitive salaries and an Milpitas & Berryessa. Full & part408-7231625
ence in the field & work with a
excellent benefit package to time positions avail. Hours flexible
great group of clients & staff. All DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL include tuition reimbursement. around school. Fun staff teams,
majors welcome.
needs insturctors. part or full time Join us in working with tomorrow’s great experience in working with
in car or classroom. Good Pay. leaders at our state of the art children, career advancement,
WORK STUDY JOBS????
Company car. Over 18. HS Grad. facilities where children as well as and good training opportunities.
Alliance for Community Care is a
Moral character. 408.971-7557
careers flourish. Call Toll Free Teachers require minimum 6 units in
leading non-profit provider of mental
877-336-3596.
ECE, Educ. Rec, Psych. Soc. Phys
health services in the Santa Clara CAPITOL FLEA MARKET now www.brighthorizons.com
Ed &/or other related fields. Please
hiring part time Wknds & or Thurs.
Valley. We have immediate
call Beth Profio at 408.291-8894
openings in the following areas:
Flex hours. Advancement oppty. FRENCH AMERICAN BIUNGUAL for information & locations or fax
Mental Health Aides
Free movies. Apply in person PRIVATE SCHOOL in Sunnyvale your resume to 405298-0143,
now hiring for Fall 2000. for
Office Assistants
3630 Hillcap Ave. San Jose.
Information Systems Assts.
American Program, Grades 8-5 TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Public Relations Assistant
SWIM INSTR S LIFEGUARDS Teachers 2 years Experience + Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec. Dept
San Jose, Sunnyvale &
wanted. Fun environment, close to Teaching Cred. $30,CCO. 40.000+ Elementary School Age Recreation
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex Excellent Conditions, All Positions, prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, M-F. A few
Palo Alto locations!
**Must have Federal Work Study hours. Central YMCA 2981717)(34. Full Benefits. Fax Resumes/ positions avail approx 7am 11am.
Inquiries to 408.735.8619 or Xlnt salary, no ECE units req.
Authorization through the Financial
THE OLD SPAHETTI FACTORY
Aide Office prior to interviewing.
fassy@fassy.org
Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
Call Nancy @408/254-6820x211 Now hiring for part time positions.
We offer:
EOE
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
Flexible schedules. day or evening, PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and
ATTENTION SPARTANS:
a great environment with
Preschool Teachers and Aides. F/T &
excellent benefits.
P/T positions available. Substitute
Valet Parking Attendants Needed
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
Local valet company in search of
Europe $448 (r/t + taxes:
positions are also available that
enthusiastic and hardworking
Vile have our own training program!! offer flexible hours. ECE units are
TRAVEL ANYTIME IN 20001,
We are looking for neat. bright. & required for teacher positions but
Hawaii $129 (0/w)
individuals to work daytime and
evenings. PT/FT, weekdays and
enesiptic people in the following areas: not required for Aide positions.
Mexico/Caribbean 8189
(r/t + taxes)
weekends available. We will work
Food Server 121 or older please), Excellent opportunity for Child
around school schedule. Lots of
Hostess. Busser, & Kitchen Help. Development majors. Please call
Call: 800-834-9192
Apply in person
Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or
www.airhitch.org
fun & earn between $8- $15/hour.
2pm to 4pm, Monday thru Fnday fax resume to 248-7350.
Call (4081867-7275.
51 N. San Pedro. San lose.
SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time
(8-25hours/week) positions available with youth serving agency.
Opportunities include gang prevention specialist, after school coordinator (at-risk middle school), data
entry and admin support. Bilingual
Spanish a plus. Salary $8 $12 an
hour. Resume and cover letter to
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara County.
Dept. MM, 1310 S. Bascom Ave.,
San Jose, CA 95128 or E-mail:
personnel@ginscoutsofscc.org or
Fax (408) 287-8025. AA/EOE
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Two
Three
Four
Day
Days
Days
Days
3 lines
$5
$7
$9
$11

Please check
one classification:

Name

Five
Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day

Address

Coy& State

7 in nod-

Phone

Send check offrotiney order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

FREGINKA2Ngete1ir
20 consecutive issues receive 10% off.
40 + consecuhve issues: receive 20% off.
50 + consecutive issues: receive 25% off.
Local rates *poly to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & reourry.
First line in bold tor no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word.

III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
III Deadline- 1000 a.m two weekdays before publication
O All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads.
Rates for consecutive publication dates only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Autos For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
HealthMeauty
Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing
Scholarships

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 299 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost .5 Found ads are offered free

as a service to the campus

community.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SHARED HOUSING

WIN FREE
SEGA DREAMCAST
TRIP FOR 2 CANCUN
Already 1 SJSU winner;
for your Free lottery ticket,
contact your collegeclub.com
campus rep or send an e-mail to
sisuprizes@collegeclub.com

ROOM FOR RENT Fermis Students
Room and board $475/mo. $100
deposit. Walk to SJSU. Contact
Gay* 287-2139.

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes.
Group Projects, etc.
All formats, specializing in APA.
Micro/mini tape transcription. Fax.
Experienced, dependable,
quick return.
Call Linda 408-264-4504,

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATES with
references you can trust? Your
friends and your friend’s friends
might know someone and sixdeSCORE BIG, SCORE OFTEN with grees can help you meet them.
MY8YTES.COM. Register today yeerw.sixdegrees.com
and get a free CD of cool music
and much more.

WORD PROCESSING

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. Call
Bill at 408-298-6124
Golden West Student Dental Plan
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%- 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

HEALTH/BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back Chest Lip
Bikini - Chin- Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
made before 5/31/00.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #1.7. Cmbl.
1408) 379-3500.
CONFIDENTIAL
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
FOR WOMEN
Includes pregnancy testing.
HIV testing. pap smear testing,
emergency contraception.
STD screening, physical exams.
birth control pills. Depo-Provera
shots, condoms. etc.
ABSOLUTELY
CONFIDENTIAL 8, FREE.
Available 7 days a week by
appointment. Ask for Dr. Nunez.
408-942-0980

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
-Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
’Good Students" "Educators"
"Engineers" "Scientists"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
Free Auto Registration
Lowest Down Payment
Lowest Monthly Payment
As Low as $25 Monthly
Call Now 408-371-4316
BEST RATES ON
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
454’s
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
D.U.I.
S.R. Filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
405-244-9100
8am 8pm Mon - Sat
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
hafgee@aol.com

Daily
CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Cook’s utensil
4 Johann
Sebastian
8 Made an "A"
12 Hardy vegetable
13 Gumbo
ingredient
14 Loses color
16 Historic periods
17 Cosmetics buy
19 Tender
21 Oct. 31 sound
22 Bakery buy
23 Kind of bean
25 "Star Trek"
name
27 Like some
security systems
31 Comprehend
35 Fruit drink
36 Mexican snacks
38 Not fresh
39 Tumble
41 One who likes
solitude
43 "The Mammoth
Hunters" heroine
44 Burglar
46 Did floor work
48 Hullabaloo
49 Popular sport
51 Band instrument
53 Pairs
55 Thin stnp of
wood
56 -Ben Adhem
59 Adriatic. e.g.
61 Pictures
65 Have
hallucinations
68 Cherish
69 Fireplace stuff
70 "No," to Ivan
71 Tennis player
Nastase
72 Istanbul native
73 Nibbles
74 Edmonton
Eskimos grp.

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MOM MOOMM MMMM
MONO @MOM MORO
mum onmumomnon
memo mom [MUM
MOMUM MEM
MOM= MUMMMBM
MOM= MGM OMMO
MEW MUMMER] QUM
MOOM MMM MOMMOM
UMMMMOM MMUOMMW
mnm mmumm
mommo nuo MINIM
UMOOMUMMMO WOO
=DU MUMMA mom
onmn ammo mum
01999.LinitettrealoreSynercaie

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
15
18
20
24
26
27
28
29
30
32

DOWN
Skin an apple
Actor Ladd
Cuddle up
Bulb food
Alias: abbr.
Nursery item
Rings of light
GI’s address
Indian city
Lamb’s pen
name
Classroom
furniture
Barrel
The lady
Circular
hassock
Graceful rhythm
Wide tie
- Vegas
Drifts
Boise’s state
Object from the
past
Kind of boom
"Surprise

33
34
37
40
42
45
47
50
52
54
56
57
58
60
62
63
64
66
67

Symphony"
composer
Stan’s partner
Intended
Peddles
Professor, at
times
Down-to-earth
people
Small number
Tot of whiskey
- Hashana
Style of type
Fishing net
Triumphant
exclamation
Outdo
Waikiki’s island
Novelist
Solon
Outdoor game
Good’s
opposite
Behold
Expression of
disapproval
Fetch

MEM WM MINIM
MEM ME= =MEd
EMMEMMEMEM
MINIMUM MEM ammo
UMW MIME
MMUMMOMM EMMildM
MEM MEM MEM
MIMI MENEM MIME
MEMO MENEM MEM
AMEN MIIIMMAMEM
MMEM OMME
0111111 MEd MINIMidd
iiMMEAMMMAIM IIMME
am= am MEM
MUM UMME MEM

San

Jose

State

University

up the ante for McCain’s luncheon
Saturday.
Thunderous applause and
enthusiastic cheering forced
McCain to stop several times
throughout his speech that hit on
key conservative issues.
McCain focused the talk on
change and reform.
"There will be no food -stamp
economy when I am president. I will
not conduct foreign policy as social
welfare," he said with obvious indignation, referring to the military
McCain was shot down over
North Vietnam in 1967, survived five
excruciating years in the influnous
"Hanoi Hilton" prison and was
released in 1973, according to biographies. He is considered a war hero.
As for campaign reform,
McCain said he would take the
government out of the hands of big
self-interest groups and give it
back to the people.
"I believe union members should
give their permission on how their
union dues are used," he said.
The
presidential
hopeful
I 4,e), .Civall /
I (4111
referred to the debauched values of
the Clinton White House, obliquely
11.11111 HO’ (1,11\ (101,0 - considered the restrictions imposed by the fed- citing myriad scandals of the past
A key link Istiire California’s pri- eral elections commission on nation- eight years.
al corporations, according to a dictio"They tried to turn the White
imir on March 7
;eorge’s brother, Jeb, spoke it nary of new words by Sid Lerner.
House into a Motel 6," McCain
"McCain’s campaign reform said, echoing a favorite Republican
F1’IdA,\ Hight’s dinner to a less than
enthii,hi,tic crowd of about 700 would take real interest away from jibe voiced throughout the weekthe
political process," Hatch said, end by GOP candidates.
for
pitches
making
part v IMthful,
Iii,older brot bin while Bush fami- suggesting the idea is unMcCain, like other GOP candi12; friend. Si ’ii. Orrin Hatch, R- American and against the spirit of dates at the convention, paid tribute to Ronald Reagan who celeUtah, addressed a crowd of about the First Amendment.
At McCain’s press conference brated his 89th birthday Sunday.
400 at a banquet Saturday night.
Hatch’s after-dinner oration Saturday, the U.S. Senator from
Referring to the negative camupset numerous guests who hadn’t Arizona was aggressively asked paigning that is beginning to creep
expected the veteran senator to about the integrity of his stance on into the Republican side of the
rail against McCain in a blatant still money since it was rumored he campaign, McCain said Reagan
attended a private Bay Area fund- believed
pitch for the Bush camp.
the
11th
in
"That did not go down well," raiser right before his brief appear- Commandment thou shalt not
said Donnelly. "We paid to attend ance at the convention.
speak ill of other Republicans.
McCain clearly taken off
the dinner It should not have been
"I can only propose a 12th
guard and ruffled by the question Commandment. It is wise to obey
so nugat ivi’
said he knew nothing about
’That was in very poor taste, and
the 11th (’ommandment," he said
such a fund-raiser.
it put many of us oft" she added.
to the delight of the crowd.
But the discomforting moment
Hatch made several references
But McCain’s advice came a litto McCain’s stand on campaign didn’t appear to put a damper on tle too late for the Friday night
McCain,
despite
the
pouring
rain
McCain’s
proincluding
reltirin,
audience attending the U.S. Senate
fessed dislike of special interest beating hard on the tent set up for Candidates Debate,
groups and "soft" money. Soft his welcome.
George W. Bush’s absence at the
money is funds contributed to a
political campaign that are outside dinner reception Friday seemed to

Tony Lopez
plays tunes
such as "La
Bamba" and
"All My Ex’s
Live in Texas"
to entertain
and attract
people to a
table supporting the
George W.
Bush campaign during
the California
Republican
Party Spring
Convention in
Burlinganw
Saturday.

Convention
("mowed from page]
Accountant who was not at thi
Republican convention, said many
Califtirnians who contributed to
he Bush campaign probably wish
old get a refund.
.,oe of the worst shills on
I lie American public III rtTellt
memory -- he is ClUeleSS on ft reign
and foreign policy.- Spain
:aid.
At McCain’s triumphant luncheon at the cmiv, ’i ti S ii urday,
he made a quick l’efcrelici. lii
Bush’s absence, pumping
crowd oaf setting the tone of Ins
linel visit
"It seem, the Crown Prince forgot to slit m op for his coronation."
McCain said, to 0 crowd of about
1,000, in the I lyattlit-I’s Grand
Ballroom.
But at the pre,s conference
After Siituiday,, luncheon address.
:N. lc( "am bluntly told reporters he
had no opinion on Bush’s absence

Front-runner Tom Campbell of
San Jose squared off with San
Diego County Supervisor Bill Horn
and State Sen, Ray Haynes, another Southern California conservative. All three were peppered by a
panel of reporters.
It wasn’t long before Horn and
Haynes began to gun at Campbell’s
too-liberal style of conservatism.
"Tom Campbell is not a moderate Republican, he votes like a liberal Democrat. I believe the
Republican Party wins when it runs
on Republican values," Horn said as
a clearly uncomfortable Campbell
tried to strike a conciliatory note.
"We are Republicans. We are
united and we have so much in
common," he said.
But things got worse for
Campbell when the crowd of about
700 began to loudly boo and jeer at
his controversial stances on drugs
and the Internet sales tax issue.
Campbell has campaigned for
giving drugs to addicts in treatment centers and he favors taxing
sales made over the Internet, both
very unacceptable positions to the
GOP mainstream.
"The government should not be
financing drug addiction," Horn
said flatly.
Campbell tried to convince fel-

low Republicans that not taxing
Internet sales would bring about
the ruin of small businesses
because consumers would start
shopping online exclusively in
order to avoid the tax.
"Your position (against Internet
sales tax) just doesn’t make sense,"
Campbell told Horn.
Staunch Republican W.M. Buck
Johns, a Southern California
developer, said Campbell is on the
party’s fringe.
"He represents the Stanford and
Silicon Valley Republicans, but they
are not the majority," Johns said.
Horn, who clearly respects the
traditional
conservatism
of
Haynes, suggested Haynes should
drop out of the U.S. senatorial race
if he can’t raise sufficient campaign funds soon.
Haynes said he did not have
personal wealth but intended to
continue in the race.
Feinstein’s myriad special interest ties and her business dealings
with China through spouse Richard
Blum came under intense criticism.
Getting the debate’s last word,
Horn said they had to send Feinstein
packing a pun referring to her connections to political action committees, known as PACs and the barb
got laughs from the audience.

"Planning to take the GRE?"
We will PAY you!!!
earn $15 AN I1OUR participating in a research study group
through turhograd.com
This is an exclusive student offer, so call NOW!
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CALL (408) 288-7134
SPACE IS LIMITED!
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the smart way to earn some cash)

The College of Applied
Sciences and Arts Alumni
Association, in cooperation
vvith the College of Applied
Sciences and Arts, will give
nine $500 undergraduate
student scholarships for the
1999-20(10 academic year.
One scholarship will be
given to a major in each of
the tolloving departments/
scho(uls/ programs:

10

Administration of Justice
Health Science
Hospitality Management Program
Human Performance
Journalism & Mass Communications

Nursing
Nutrition & Food Science
Occupational Therapy
Recreation & Leisure Studies

The College of Applied Sdences and Arts’ Alumni Association has set the following
minimum scholastic standards (Grade Point Average or CPA) for applicants for this
Overall CPA of 3.0
award:
CPA at SJSU of 3.0
CPA in major of 3.0
In addition to meeting scholastic standards, the applicant must:
a) be enrolled in an undergraduate major (or be accepted in a program) in theCollege of Applied Sciences and Arts
b) not be graduating in the semester the award is given (Spring 2000)
c) have completed at least 12 units at SJSU

now hiring

Campus Operations Manager
Notetakers
Marketing Reps
apply online:

www.versity.corn

Deadlines
Friday, Feb.18, 2000
Friday, April 14, 2000
Monday, May I, 2000

- Applications due to College office (MH 433) by 5pm
- Applicants notified of award
- Awards reception for scholarship recipients, 5-7pm

For more information:
call the College of Applied Sciences and Arts at (408) 924-29(X)
visit our website at http:/ /www.sjsu.edu/deptsicasaisciart2.html

Application forms available in each department office.

VErSIB
--tom
where te le when eeu need ti Mew.

